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ABSTRACT: Laser ablation generated RhAl3O4
+ heteronuclear metal

oxide cluster cations have been mass-selected using a quadrupole mass
filter and reacted with CH4 or CD4 in a linear ion trap reactor under
thermal collision conditions. The reactions have been characterized by
state-of-the-art mass spectrometry and quantum chemistry calcu-
lations. The RhAl3O4

+ cluster can activate four C−H bonds of a
methane molecule and convert methane to syngas, an important
intermediate product in methane conversion to value-added chemicals.
The Rh atom is the active site for activation of the C−H bonds of
methane. The high electron-withdrawing capability of Rh atom is the
driving force to promote the conversion of methane to syngas. The
polarity of Rh oxidation state is changed from positive to negative after the reaction. This study has provided the first example of
methane conversion to syngas by heteronuclear metal oxide clusters under thermal collision conditions. Furthermore, the
molecular level origin has been revealed for the condensed-phase experimental observation that trace amounts of Rh can
promote the participation of lattice oxygen of chemically very inert support (Al2O3) to oxidize methane to carbon monoxide.

1. INTRODUCTION

Production of syngas has been extensively explored in order to
provide raw materials for industrially important reactions such
as Fischer−Tropsch and methanol synthesis.1,2 Conversion of
methane, the primary constituent of natural gas, is one of the
main ways to produce syngas.2 Much research effort has been
devoted to the development of catalysts with high activity and
selectivity for the conversion of methane to syngas. Rhodium
catalysts supported on aluminum oxides have been reported to
exhibit excellent performance.3 Furthermore, higher activity
and selectivity were identified for the smaller Rh nanoparticles
than the bigger ones.3b,4 It has been reported that trace
amounts of Rh can promote the direct participation of lattice
oxygen of chemically very inert supports such as aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) to oxidize methane to carbon monoxide.3b,c,5

However, due to the complexity of condensed-phase system,
the function of the Rh atoms and the mechanistic details in the
reactions of methane with the Rh/Al2O3 catalysts at a molecular
level remain unclear. Study of gas-phase atomic clusters under
isolated, controlled, and reproducible conditions provides an
important way to uncover the mechanistic details in related
condensed-phase reactions at a molecular level.6

The reactions of methane with rhodium species,7 bare
rhodium clusters Rhn

+/0,8 and aluminum oxide clusters AlxOy
+9

have been studied by mass spectrometric experiments or
theoretical calculations. The independent roles of rhodium
atoms and atomic oxygen radical anions (O−•) played in C−H
bond activation of methane have been identified. However, at
most two C−H bonds of a methane molecule were activated in
those reported reaction systems,7−9 so no syngas was produced.
To have a better understanding of the molecular level
mechanisms, the nature of Rh species, and the roles of alumina
support in syngas production over realistic Rh/Al2O3 catalysts,
it is quite necessary to study the reactions between methane
and the composite systems with both the Rh atoms and the
aluminum oxide clusters.
In this work, the rhodium−aluminum (Rh−Al) hetero-

nuclear oxide cluster cations RhxAlyOz
+ were prepared and

reacted with methane in an ion trap reactor under mild
conditions. Among the many prepared Rh−Al oxide cluster
cations, the RhAl3O4

+ cluster was highly reactive toward
methane and the syngas was generated. This study has provided
the first example of methane conversion to syngas by Rh−Al
heteronuclear oxide cluster cations.
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2. METHODS
Experimental Method. Details of the experimental setup can be

found in our previous studies,10 and only a brief outline of the
experiments is given below. The RhxAly

18Oz
+ clusters were generated

by laser ablation of a mixed metal disk compressed with Rh and Al
powders (molar ratio: Rh/Al = 1/1) in the presence of 0.01% 18O2

seeded in a He carrier gas with the backing pressure of 6.0 standard
atmospheres. It is noteworthy that when 16O2 was used as oxygen
source to generate the clusters it was difficult to mass-select
RhAl3

16O4
+ (m/z = 248) from Al5

16O7
+ (m/z = 247) and Rh2Al

16O+

(m/z = 249) because the relative intensity of the generated RhAl3
16O4

+

cluster was very weak. The cluster ions of interest were mass-selected
by a quadrupole mass filter (QMF)10b and entered into a linear ion
trap (LIT)10a reactor, where they were confined and thermalized
(Figure S1) by collisions with a pulse of He gas for about 2.6 ms. The
thermalized ions then interacted with a pulse of CH4 or CD4 for
around 1.5 ms. The instantaneous gas pressure of He in the reactor
was around 1 Pa (∼800 collisions) and longer cooling time (>2.6 ms)
did not affect the reaction efficiency, indicating that the RhAl3O4

+ ions
had been thermalized before they reacted with methane. The partial
pressures of the reactant molecules ranged from about 2 mPa (1 mPa
= 10−3 Pa) to more than 60 mPa. The temperature of the cooling gas
(He), the reactant gases (CH4 and CD4), and the LIT reactor was
around 298 K. The LIT was formed by a set of hexapole rods and two
cap electrodes. A reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer10c

was used to measure masses and abundances of the reactant and
product ions.
Theoretical Method. Density functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations using Gaussian 09 program11 were carried out to investigate the
structures of RhAl3O4

+ and the mechanisms of reaction with CH4. The
B3P86 functional12 was tested (Table S1) and adopted. The reaction
mechanism calculations involved geometry optimizations of reaction
intermediates and transition states (TSs). The initial guess structures
of the TS species were obtained through relaxed potential energy
surface scans using single or multiple internal coordinates.13

Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to check that
each of the intermediates and TSs has zero and only one imaginary
frequency, respectively. The intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations14

were carried out to make sure that a TS connects two appropriate
minima. The reported energies (ΔH0) were corrected with zero-point
vibrations. The natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was performed
with NBO 3.1.15

To determine more reliable relative energies of products P1
(RhAl3O4CH2

+ + H2) and P2 (RhAl3O3H4
+ + CO), the single-point

energy calculations at the DFT optimized structures were carried out
employing partially spin-adapted explicitly correlated RCCSD(T)-F12
method [RCCSD(T) = restricted coupled-cluster method with single,
double, and perturbative triple excitations]. The Molpro program
package was used in RCCSD(T)-F12 calculations16 in which the
details were given in the Supporting Information.
The Rice−Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus (RRKM) theory and

RRKM-based variational TS theory (VTST)17 were used to calculate
the rate constants of traversing TSs from intermediates, desorption of
CH4 from the encounter complex, and desorption of H2 and CO from
one of the reaction intermediates. For these calculations, the energy
(E) of the reaction intermediate and the energy barrier (E‡) for each
step were needed. The reaction intermediate possesses the vibrational
energies (Evib) of RhAl3O4

+ and CH4/CD4, the center of mass kinetic
energy (Ek), and the binding energy (Eb) which is the energy
difference between the separated reactants (RhAl3O4

+ + CH4/CD4)
and the reaction complex. The values of Evib and Eb were taken from
the DFT calculations and Ek = μv2/2, in which μ is the reduced mass
and v is the velocity (≈680 m/s). The VTST calculations involved
geometry optimizations of RhAl3OiCjHkX

+ [X = CH4 (i = 4, j = 0, k =
0), H2 (i = 4, j = 1, k = 2), or CO (i = 3, j = 0, k = 4)] by fixing the
distance between RhAl3OiCjHk and the X moiety at various values.
The densities and the numbers of states required for RRKM and
VTST calculations were obtained by the direct count method18 with

the DFT calculated vibrational frequencies under the approximation of
harmonic vibrations.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The TOF mass spectra for the interactions of laser ablation
generated, mass-selected, and thermalized RhAl3

18O4
+ (m/z =

256) cluster cations with CH4 and CD4 are shown in Figure 1.

Upon interaction of RhAl3O4
+ with 11 mPa CH4 for 1.5 ms

(Figure 1b), in addition to the association complex
RhAl3O4CH4

+ (P3), the products RhAl3O4CH2
+ (P1),

RhAl3O3H4
+ (P2), RhAl3O3H2

+, and RhAl3O4(CH4)2
+ were

observed. The secondary product RhAl3O4(CH4)2
+ became

relatively strong under a high CH4 pressure (63 mPa, Figure
1c). The RhAl3O3H2

+ peak was weaker than RhAl3O3H4
+ under

low CH4 pressure (Figure 1b) while RhAl3O3H2
+ became

stronger than RhAl3O3H4
+ under high CH4 pressure (Figure

1c), indicating that RhAl3O3H2
+ was also due to the secondary

reaction. The intensity ratios of RhAl3O3H4
+ to RhAl3O4CH2

+

in Figure 1b and c are the same (0.28 ± 0.02) within the
experimental uncertainties (±10%) so both of them can be due
to the primary reactions:

+ → ++ +RhAl O CH RhAl O CH H3 4 4 3 4 2 2 (1)

+ → ++ +RhAl O CH RhAl O H CO3 4 4 3 3 4 (2)

The assignments of the products in Figure 1b were further
confirmed in the isotopic labeling experiment with CD4 (Figure
1d). It is noticeable that the adopted experimental setup was
not able to identify the neutral products H2 and CO. Additional
experimental techniques such as multiphoton ionization with
pulsed lasers are required to observe these neutral molecules.19

Figure 1. TOF mass spectra for the reactions of mass-selected
RhAl3O4

+ with (a) He, (b) 11 mPa CH4, (c) 63 mPa CH4, and (d) 67
mPa CD4. The reaction time is about 1.5 ms. The values in the
parentheses are the relative peak intensities in each panel. The
appearance of Al3O4H2O

+ in panels (a)−(d) is due to the reaction
with water impurity (RhAl3O4

+ + H2O → Al3O4H2O
+ + Rh) during

confining and cooling the cluster ions. The ratios of Al3O4H2O
+

intensity to the total ion intensities in panels (a)−(d) are almost the
same (5 ± 1)%.
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The number of the RhAl3O4
+ cluster ions was far less than

that of the CH4 molecules in the ion trap reactor so the pseudo-
first-order kinetics was assumed for the bimolecular reaction
between RhAl3O4

+ and CH4.
10a,20 The total rate constants (k1),

which correspond to relative signal depletion of the reactant
cluster ions (RhAl3O4

+) with respect to the pressure increase of
methane molecules, amount to 7.4 × 10−10 and 4.3 × 10−10 cm3

molecule−1 s−1 for the reactions of RhAl3O4
+ with CH4 and

CD4, respectively. The kinetic isotope effect [KIE =
k1(RhAl3O4

+ + CH4)/ k1(RhAl3O4
+ + CD4)] was estimated

to be 1.7. The theoretical collision rate constant21 [kcoll = 2π
(e2α/μ)1/2, in which e is the charge of the cluster ion, α is the
electric polarizability of the reactant molecule, and μ is the
reduced mass] for the reaction of RhAl3O4

+ with CH4 is 11.2 ×
10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, corresponding to the reaction
efficiency (ϕ = k1/kcoll) of 66%. Similarly, the ϕ value for the
reaction of RhAl3O4

+ with CD4 was determined to be 43%.
The observation of RhAl3O4CH2

+ (+H2) and RhAl3O3H4
+

(+CO) product ions in the reaction of RhAl3O4
+ with CH4

suggests generation of syngas. The DFT calculations predicted
that the lowest-lying isomer of RhAl3O4

+ is a doublet and the
unpaired spin densities are distributed on the Rh atom which is
bonded with one Al and one O atom (Figures 2b and S3). The
reaction pathway for syngas formation is shown in Figures 2
and S5. Other pathways tested are shown in Figures S6−S11.
The Rh atom traps methane molecule to form encounter

complex I1 with a binding energy of 0.90 eV (Figure 2). The
reaction proceeds through the mechanism of oxidative addition
(I1→ TS1→ I2), resulting in activation of the first C−H bond
and formation of the Rh−CH3 and Rh−H bonds. After a
structural rearrangement (I2 → TS2 → I3), the H atom
bonded with Rh transfers to the cluster-support (Al3O4) to
make an O−H bond (I3 → TS3 → I4), which also results in
breaking of the Rh−O bond and formation of a new Rh−Al
bond. The intermediate I4 has enough energy (1.65 eV) to
activate the second C−H bond (I4 → TS4 → I5) to form the
second Rh−H bond. The reaction complex can relax (I5 → I6
→ I7) to form a more stable intermediate I7 with a three-
membered-ring structure of Al−CH2−Rh.
To proceed to the remaining part of the reaction, the CH2

unit in I7 needs to make a chemical bond with an O atom to
form a CH2O moiety (I7 → TS7 → I8). The energy of TS7 is
slightly lower than the separated reactants and the absolute
energy barrier to overcome TS7 is high (1.82 eV). As a result,
in addition to the formation of I8 that eventually generated the
syngas, the stabilization of I7 through collisions with bath gas
(∼1 Pa He) in the reactor was possible, which interprets the
observation of the association complex (RhAl3O4CH4

+) in
Figure 1. The DFT calculations also predicted that I7 can
further react with a second CH4 molecule to form the
experimentally observed product RhAl3O3H2

+ (I7 + CH4 →
RhAl3O3H2

+ + C2H5OH). This secondary reaction with
interesting C−C coupling process is not the main focus of
this study and the mechanism is shown in Figure S11.
As shown in Figure 2, after the formation of CH2O unit, the

activation of the third C−H bond to form the third Rh−H
bond can occur (I8 → TS8 → I9). Test calculations (Figure
S8) suggested that activation of the third C−H bond before the
CH2O formation is unfavorable. After a structural rearrange-
ment to break the Al−OCH bond in I9 (I9 → TS9→ I10), the
fourth C−H bond can be activated and the fourth Rh−H bond
is formed (I10→ TS10→ I11). In the intermediate I11, the Rh
atom is 6-fold coordinated (with one CO unit, two Al, and

three H atoms). Two of the three H atoms on Rh can make a
H2 unit (I11 → TS11 → I12). Finally, the H2 and CO
molecules can be evaporated from Rh of I12 to form product
ions RhAl3O4CH2

+ and RhAl3O3H4
+, respectively. All of the

reaction intermediates and TSs shown in Figure 2 are lower in
energy than the separated reactants so the gas-phase reaction
channels (1) and (2) are thermodynamically and kinetically
favorable. It is noteworthy that the formation of H2 after
activation of only two C−H bonds has also been tested (Figure
S9) while such a process is thermodynamically unfavorable.
The DFT calculated energy of P1 (−1.18 eV) is lower than

that of P2 (−0.63 eV) by 0.55 eV so the generation of P1 is
more favorable than that of P2 in terms of thermodynamics.
Based on the DFT determined energetics, the VTST
calculations (Table S2 and Figure S13) predicted that the I11
dissociates to P1 (RhAl3O4CH2

+ + H2) and P2 (RhAl3O3H4
+ +

CO) with the rates of 3.7 × 1011 and 5.4 × 108 s−1, respectively.
The relative VTST rate constants are qualitatively consistent
with the observation (Figure 1b) that RhAl3O4CH2

+ signal was
more intense than RhAl3O3H4

+ in the experiment. However,
the VTST result suggested that the intensity of RhAl3O4CH2

+

can be stronger than that of RhAl3O3H4
+ by a factor of about

685 rather than the experimentally observed intensity ratio of

Figure 2. DFT calculated potential energy profile for the reaction
channels (1) and (2). The relative energies of reaction intermediates
(I1−I12), TSs (TS1−TS11), and products (P1 and P2) with respect
to the separated reactants (R, RhAl3O4

+ + CH4) are given in eV.
Profiles for unpaired spin densities are shown. The structures of R, I1−
I12, P1, and P2 are plotted and those of TS1−TS11 can be found in
the Supporting Information.
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3.4 (Figure 1b). This can be due to the computational errors of
the adopted DFT functional. The more reliable RCCSD(T)
method predicted that the relative energies of P1 and P2 are
−0.81 and −0.50 eV, respectively. In this case, the VTST rates
for the dissociations of I11 to P1 and P2 are 1.0 × 108 and 1.7
× 106 s−1, respectively, which better (685 → 59) agrees with
the experimental intensity ratio (3.4) of RhAl3O4CH2

+ to
RhAl3O3H4

+ (Figure 1b). As a result, the relative energies can
be over- or underestimated by around 0.1−0.4 eV with the
B3P86 functional.
The experimental reaction efficiencies of RhAl3O4

+ with CH4
and CD4 are 66% and 43%, respectively. It means that a fair
amount of the encounter complex (I1, 34% of RhAl3O4CH4

+

and 57% of RhAl3O4CD4
+) can dissociate back to the separated

reactants. The rates of the back dissociation (I1 → R) and
forward conversion (I1 → TS3) were calculated (Figure S13
and Table S3) and the results indicated that the DFT energy of
TS3 was overestimated by around 0.17 eV. If the energy of TS3
could be lowered down to −0.30 eV, the reaction efficiencies of
RhAl3O4

+ + CH4 and RhAl3O4
+ + CD4 were calculated to be

66% and 29%, respectively. The more efficient reaction with
CH4 than that with CD4 was correctly predicted. The poor
match of the reaction efficiency for RhAl3O4

+ + CD4 (29% by
calculation vs 43% by experiment) could be due to various
approximations (such as harmonic vibrations) used in the
RRKM and VTST calculations.17

The RRKM theory (Table S4) was also used to calculate the
rate to overcome the highest barrier (I7 → TS7) in Figure 2.
Based on the DFT energies, the calculated rate (1.1 × 10−2 s−1)
for the CH4 reaction system is too slow compared with the rate
(2.9 × 105 s−1) of collisions between the cluster ions and the
bath gas He. It means that almost all of the product ions would
be the association complex RhAl3O4CH4

+. However, as shown
in Figure 1b, about 51% RhAl3O4CH4

+ ions were converted to
separated products. The DFT calculations could overestimate
the energy of TS7 and the barrier of process I7 → TS7. The
energies of I7 and TS7 might be adjusted (by 0.3−0.4 eV) so
that the rate of internal conversion (I7 → TS7) could catch the
collisional rate. In this case, the RRKM rate of process I7 →
TS7 for RhAl3O4CH4

+ is larger than that for RhAl3O4CD4
+ by a

factor of 1.9 (Table S4) although the process I7 → TS7
involves formation of the C−O bond rather than activation of
the C−H bond. This can be due to the fact that the deuterium
system has denser vibrational states and the intracluster
vibrational energy redistribution to successfully overcome a
given energy barrier should be slower. As a result, the
deuterium system has more chance to be stabilized through
the collisions with the He bath gas, which is consistent with the
experimental results of Figure 1b and d: 51% RhAl3O4CH4

+

ions were converted to separated products while the
corresponding value is only 22% for the deuterium reaction
system (RhAl3O4CD4

+).
The reactions between metal oxide clusters and methane

have been extensively studied. Most of the reactive systems free
of noble metal (NM) atoms activate methane through oxygen
centered radicals (O−•) with the mechanism of hydrogen atom
abstraction (O−• + CH4 → OH− + CH3

•) that involves the
activation of only one C−H bond.6a,22,23 Recently, it has been
found that doping NM atoms of gold24 and platinum25 to metal
oxide clusters containing the O−• radicals can trigger novel
reactions such as the activations of two C−H bonds of a CH4
molecule to form the formaldehyde molecule. The Au atom in
AuNbO3

+ cluster promotes methane transformation after the

activation of the first C−H bond by the O−• radical.24 The Pt
atom in PtAl2O4

− cluster with the O−• radical functions as the
active site to cleave two C−H bonds of a methane molecule.25

In this study, the computational results indicated that there is
no O−• radical in RhAl3O4

+ cluster and all of the spin densities
are distributed on the Rh atom. As the coordination number of
Rh increases, some of the spin densities transfer to the Al atom
bonded with the Rh atom (Figure 2). Furthermore, we have
identified that the cluster doped with NM of Rh exhibits unique
reactivity: the Rh atom in RhAl3O4

+ can cleave all of the four
C−H bonds of a methane molecule to produce syngas.
In addition to the unique performance of Rh atom, the

cluster-support (Al3O4) also plays important roles in methane
conversion to syngas: (1) the Al3O4 unit accepts the first H
atom delivered by Rh atom from CH4 to form the O−H bond
(I3 → I4 in Figure 2), the process of which releases additional
energy (0.88 eV) to facilitate the subsequent chemical
transformation; (2) two of the three H atoms bonded with
Rh atom in I11 are also bonded with Al atom and the
formations of the Al−H bonds help to stabilize the reaction
intermediates including I8−I10; and (3) the Al3O4 unit
provides an O atom so that CH4 can be converted to CO.
To further study the property and activity of Rh atom in

methane conversion to syngas, the natural bond orbital (NBO)
analysis was conducted (Figures 3 and S14). It has been

reported that the bare neutral Rh atom can activate one C−H
bond of methane under matrix isolation conditions.8a In the
reaction of RhAl3O4

+ with methane, the nearly neutral Rh (0.07
e) in the intermediate I1 retains the reactivity of bare Rh atom
to cleave the first C−H bond of CH4, the process of which is
the crucial step to transform methane. As shown in Figure 3,
during the reaction of RhAl3O4

+ with CH4, the Rh atom can
switch its oxidation states from cationic (R) to nearly neutral
(I1) and from neutral to cationic (I1 → I6). The cationic Rh
can switch to anionic Rh after forming the CH2−O bond (I7→
I8). During the oxidation of CH2O to CO, the Rh atom, rather
than O atom(s), acts as the oxidant to accept the electrons. The
Rh atom becomes very negatively charged (−1.47 e) in I12.
The appearance of anionic Rh has been proposed in
condensed-phase studies while there was little information on
its performance on the chemical reactions.26 This study has
demonstrated that the anionic Rh plays a dominant role in the
activation of C−H bonds of the formaldehyde moiety to
produce CO. The previous studies reported that Au atom can

Figure 3. DFT calculated natural charges (e) on the Rh atom.
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accept negative charges of about −1 e in the reactions with
small molecules.24,27 In the reaction of RhAl3O4

+ with CH4, the
negative charges of about −2 e can be accepted by the Rh atom
(Rh carries 0.46 e in R and −1.47 e in I12). Such a high
electron-withdrawing capability of Rh atom tends to be a strong
driving force to transform CH4 to CO and H2 in this study.
The activation of the first C−H bond of methane by the

aluminum site has also been calculated and a higher barrier
(−0.08 eV) by Al than that (−0.13 eV) by Rh was predicted
(Figure S7). This suggests that the Rh atom plays an important
role in methane activation. To further demonstrate that
methane activation and conversion to syngas in the reaction
between the RhAl3O4

+ cluster and CH4 is due to the unique
properties of rhodium atom, the reactivity of the Rh-free metal
oxide cluster Al4O4

+ was considered experimentally and
theoretically (Figures S2, S4, and S12). Upon the interaction
of Al4O4

+ with CH4, no transformation product peak was
observed except a weak peak due to the CH4 adsorption.
Furthermore, the computational results also indicated that the
first C−H bond of methane cannot be activated by the Al4O4

+

cluster under thermal collision conditions. Doped clusters in
the gas-phase often exert dramatic effects on the reactions with
small molecules.6b For example, in the reaction of methane with
the Al2O3

+ cluster, two reaction channels, hydrogen atom
transfer (HAT) and formaldehyde elimination were observed.9a

In contrast, only the HAT channel was observed when one
aluminum atom in Al2O3

+ was substituted by an yttrium
atom.22k In this study, replacing one aluminum atom of the
Al4O4

+ cluster by a rhodium atom to form the RhAl3O4
+ cluster

has resulted in highly enhanced reactivity leading to the
generation of syngas from methane.
In condensed-phase studies, the syngas was observed upon

the interaction of methane with Rh nanoparticles supported on
Al2O3 in the absence of any oxygen source.3b The condensed-
phase result well parallels the result of the gas-phase reaction
between the RhAl3O4

+ cluster and CH4. Two possibilities for
CO formation were proposed for condensed-phase reactions.
The first one involves the dissociation of gas-phase CH4 on
metallic Rh sites to CHx and H species. The H species can be
oxidized to H2O by lattice oxygen of Al2O3 at the interface
between the Rh nanoparticles and the support. The formed
H2O molecules oxidize the remaining surface CHx fragments to
CO. The second one involves direct oxidation of the surface
CHx species to CO by the lattice oxygen of Al2O3. The second
mechanism of CO formation on Rh/Al2O3 catalysts well
parallels similar behavior of the reaction between the RhAl3O4

+

cluster and CH4. Therefore, this work reveals a molecular level
origin for the condensed-phase experimental observations that
trace amounts of Rh can promote the direct participation of
lattice oxygen of chemically very inert supports such as
aluminum oxide (Al2O3) to oxidize methane to carbon
monoxide.3b,c,5

The oxidative reforming of methane to syngas on typical Rh/
Al2O3 catalysts may be divided into two steps:3b,d,4b (1) the
oxidation of methane by Rh/Al2O3 and the simultaneous
formation of the reduced catalyst, and (2) the oxidation of the
reduced Rh/Al2O3 by the oxidizers such as H2O and CO2.

+ → + Δ =+ + HRhAl O H H O RhAl O 2H 2.25 eV3 3 2 2 3 4 2 0
(3)

+

→ + + Δ =

+

+ H

RhAl O H CO

RhAl O H CO 3.01 eV
3 3 2 2

3 4 2 0 (4)

As shown in reactions 3 and 4, the theoretical calculations
predicted that the O refilling by H2O or CO2 in the cluster
system is endothermic. This prediction is consistent with the
condensed-phase result that in addition to the CH4 activation,
the activation of H2O or CO2 to refill the O atom is also very
important to close the catalytic cycle. For example, the
dissociation of CO2 to CO and O is the rate-determining
step in the catalytic reforming of methane to syngas.3e,f,28 Thus,
it will be very important to study the reactivity of the product
ions from the cluster ion reactions with methane in the future.
The gas-phase catalytic cycles can then be constructed for CH4
transformation.29

4. CONCLUSION
Thermal conversion of methane to syngas mediated by a
heteronuclear metal oxide cluster (RhAl3O4

+) has been
identified for the first time by using mass spectrometry and
quantum chemistry calculations. The rhodium atom of the
RhAl3O4

+ cluster functions as the active center to cleave all of
the four C−H bonds of a CH4 molecule. The cluster-support
(Al3O4) accepts the H atoms delivered through Rh atom to
release additional energy and provides lattice oxygen to oxidize
CH4 to CO. In this work, the conversion of methane to syngas
is driven by the high electron-withdrawing capability of Rh
atom that can switch its polarity of oxidation state from positive
to negative. Furthermore, this study reveals the molecular level
origin for the condensed-phase experimental observation that
trace amounts of Rh can promote the direct participation of
lattice oxygen of chemically very inert support (Al2O3) to
oxidize methane to carbon monoxide.
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